ICT Solutions Day
Co-creating Solutions for Smarter Future Using Technology and Open Innovation
Lightning Talks: Enablers of Smart Development

CYBER SECURITY

Date: Thursday, February 28, 2013
Room: MC13-121
Event page @ http://go.worldbank.org/J3HCU23B50 (info, details, connection, materials)
“On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.”
WHAT WB AND GOVERNMENTS CAN DO

• BUILD Awareness
• BUILD Capacity
• ESTABLISH Authentication
• ESTABLISH Policy, Legal, and Regulatory Enabling Framework
NOT ENOUGH

Evolution of a soldier
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WHAT WB AND GOVERNMENTS CAN DO

• BUILD Response Mechanism
• BUILD Recovery Mechanism
• CREATE Jobs in ICT Sector
AND IN ADDITION TO THAT
WHY

Economy A

Economy B

Economy C

Global Co-operation Required!

Way to GO

Tracking and Tracing
Network Monitoring
Alert and Warning
Vulnerability Handling
Security Advisory
Incidents Handling